
Tom Kmak
04/12/200008:31 AM

Initials: TRK Location: KC03-03-0106 Phone: 4424

To: Jim Koenig/MO/americancentury@americancentury
cc: Tracy Volden/MO/americancentury@americancentury, Betty

McCoy1M01americancentury@americancentury, MeIissa H00 ker/M01americancentury@americancentury
Subject: Thanks

Jim ... 1 have heard that ONCE AGAIN, your due diligence has saved us a ton of errors. Your attention to
detail not only saved us the time to correct these errors, but actual expenses that would have amounted to
almost $100,000 over the last few weeks.

This is definitely part of Delivering Service Excellence. You set a great example for our entire
department.



Melissa Hooker
04/04/2000 03:22 PM

Initials: MLU Location: KC01-03-2634 Phone: 4843

To: RPS Operations Teams
cc: Tom Kmak/MO/americancentury@americancentury, Steve

Nienaber/M 0/americancentu ry@americancentury
Subject: Success! - Navistar trade 03/30

how can YOU make a difference each and every day?

...well here's a success story of how jim koenig is setting a great example within RPS
Operations ...

last week, jim's focus on quality made a difference because he noticed something "fishy" about navistar's
reported stock price. jim made a call to the trustee, and realized it had been reported incorrectly.
because of jim's efforts 19 potential errors didn't happen (initiative to reduce errors), our client knows
we're focusing on quality by being proactive (big idea - client service) and we didn't make an incorrect
financial transaction that would of created a $20,000 error (big idea increase profitability).
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Initials: TLV Location: KC03-08-2330 Phone: 3102

To: RP-Awards
cc: Betty McCoy/MO/americancentury@americancentury
Subject: Nomination

I would like to nominate Jim Koenig (JKO) for an RPS Award in the amount of $4000.00. Jim is the Stock
Coordinator for RPS, he is responsible for the daily communication of stock prices and trades with our
trustees. Over the past 6 months Jim has caught a large number of errors that if not identified, could have
cost JP Morgan/American Century a significant amount of money (although the trustees would have
funded any losses, our Special Transactions team would have had to correct the errors on the system).
His attention to detail avoided incorrect prices being loaded to the system which is a huge cost savings
(Improve Profitability) and it also avoided the potential of participants receiving incorrect account balances
(Service Excellence). Below is a list of specific examples of errors Jim has caught:

• 1/5/00
$29.875.

• 3/30/00
• 4/12/00

$84.1875.
• 4/12/00 Pricing error on Old Dominion, CHASE reported share price of $6.0625 instead of $10.
• 4/12/00 Pricing error on Lab One, CHASE reported share price of $84.00 instead of $6.00.
The savings of the above errors was valued over $100,000.

Pricing error on Navistar, UMB reported share price of $19.6907 instead of $39.000.
Pricing error on Arch Coal, CHASE reported share price of $10.3125 instead of

• 6/13/00 Wrong stock trade reported, Trustee reported ESI trade for $99,250.45, should have
been Phelps Dodge for $99,250.45.

• 6/14/00 Wrong stock traded', UMB reported share price of $47.00 for CSK, they traded the
wrong stock at $47.00. Jim notified UMB so CSK stock could be traded.



Prudence Loy
07/19/200010:16 PM

Initials: PRL Location: KC03-03-0913 Phone: 7167

To: Tracy Volden/MO/americancentury@americancentury
cc: Julie Nicely/MO/americancentury@americancentury
Subject: RP-Award for Jim Koenig

Tracy - The RP-Awards committee has approved your request for a $4,000 bonus to Jim Koenig for his
efforts in helping avoid or prevent stock pricing errors of $100,000+ this year.

To administer this award, you should enter it as a one-time, lump-sum payment to Jim via Comp
Connection. If you have questions about how to do this, please contact Julie Nicely (JXN).


